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The discovery of the cusp effect in the decayK+
→ π+π0π0 has spurred the search for other

decay channels, where this phenomenon, which is generated by strong final-state interactions,

should also occur. A very promising candidate isη ′
→ ηπ0π0. The cusp effect offers an excellent

opportunity to experimentally extractππ S-Wave scattering lengths. We adapt and generalize the

non-relativistic effective field theory framework developed forK → 3π decays toη ′
→ ηππ . The

cusp effect is predicted to have an effect of more than 8% on the decay spectrum below theπ+π−

threshold [1]. We also show that with our current theoretical information aboutη ′
→ηππ decays,

it is not possible to extractπη threshold parameters.
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1. Introduction

The investigation of the cusp effect in the decayK+
→ π0π0π+ is one of the most precise

methods to extract S-waveππ scattering lengths from experiment [2, 3, 4, 5]. A heuristicexpla-
nation for the cusp effect is as follows: the cusp in the invariant mass spectrum of theπ0π0 pair is
generated by the decayK+

→ π+π+π− followed by charge-exchange rescatteringπ+π−
→ π0π0,

plus the fact that the pion mass difference shifts theπ+π− threshold into the physical region. The
large branching ratio ofK+

→ π+π+π− compared toK+
→ π0π0π+ generates a sizable perturba-

tion of the decay spectrum of the latter, so that this channelis well-suited for a cusp analysis.
In this respect,η ′

→ ηπ0π0 decays, where in the isospin limit one finds BR(η ′
→ ηπ+π−) =

2BR(η ′
→ ηπ0π0), offers a very promising candidate for an alternative studyof the cusp. This

study is very timely with regards to the upcoming high-statisticsη ′ experiments at ELSA, MAMI-
C, WASA-at-COSY, KLOE-at-DAΦNE, or BES-III, which should increase the data basis onη ′

decays by orders of magnitude.

2. The decay amplitude for η ′
→ ηππ

We have used the modified non-relativistic effective field theory framework [4, 6] to calculate
theη ′

→ ηππ decay amplitude, which – while leading to manifestly covariant results – produces
the correct analytic structure of the decay amplitude in thelow-energy region. This non-relativistic
effective field theory exhibits a consistent power countingscheme: We introduce a formal parame-
ter ε and set up a set of rules by counting three-momenta asO(ε), kinetic energies asTi = p0

i −Mi

asO(ε2), masses asO(1) and theQ-valueM′

η −Mη −2Mπ = ∑i Ti asO(ε2).
Performing a correlated expansion in terms ofε and the small scattering lengths ofππ andπη

scattering,aππ , aπη or genericallya, we have calculated the decay amplitude up-to-and-including
terms ofO(ε4) at tree-level,O(aε5) at one-loop level andO(a2

ππ ε6,aππ aπη ε2,a2
πη ε2) at two-loop

level. The amplitudes are ready for use in experiments and can be found in [1], a FORTRAN code
of the amplitude is available upon request. Notice in particular the high accuracy we have achieved
in terms ofaππ . The amplitude obtained should thus allow for a precise extraction of theππ scat-
tering lengths. Radiative corrections have been taken intoaccount consistently atO(e2aππ logε) in
η ′

→ ηπ0π0 and atO(e2a0) in the auxiliaryη ′
→ ηπ+π− channel, based on the findings in [6].

We have also addressed the issue of six-particle rescattering vertices and inelastic channels and
shown that their contributions are sufficiently small to be neglected.

3. Prediction of the cusp

Since there is no precision data onη ′
→ ηππ decays yet, we predict the expected size and

shape of the cusp effect, instead of extracting theππ threshold parameters from data. We use the
theoretical values for theππ threshold parametersa0 = 0.220± 0.005, a2 = −0.0444± 0.0010,
b0 = (0.276±0.006)×M−2

π , b2 = (−0.0803±0.0012)×M−2
π as input parameters [7].

There is no experimental data onπη threshold parameters, yet. We therefore perform a low-
energy expansion of the one-loop chiral perturbation theory amplitude [8] to extract these. We find,
however, thatπη threshold parameters are very badly constrained by chiral perturbation theory. For
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Figure 1: Left: the differential decay ratedΓ/ds3 divided by phase space for the tree (dashed blue) and
the full (red band) amplitude. The cusp effect below the charged pion threshold is prominently visible in
the invariantπ0π0 spectrum. Right: difference between full and tree decay rate dΓ/ds3 in the cusp region,
divided by the phase space, and shifted to 0 ats3 = 4M2

π . Note that the scale above the cusp has been
increased by a factor of 10.

our analysis we vary these parameters according to ¯a0 = (0. . .+16)×10−3 andb̄0 = (0. . .+10)×
10−3M−2

π . Due to the smallness of theπη P-wave ¯a1 we neglect its contribution.
We will use the central values (without errors) of the most recent determinations of theη ′

→

ηππ Dalitz plot by the VES collaboration for the charged channel[9], which, adjusting the nor-
malization to the neutral decay, reada = −0.133,b = −0.116,d = −0.094. The charged and the
neutral decay amplitude are related by isospin symmetry in the tree-level couplings. We have re-
adjusted the input parameters for the low-energy couplingsof the Dalitz plot in such a way that the
full amplitude squared expanded in terms of the Dalitz variablesx andy reproduces the VES pa-
rameters. Performing such a renormalization procedure foreach set ofπη parameters we observe
that the variations due toπη threshold parameters can be reabsorbed in the low-energy couplings
of the polynomial expansion.

The differential decay rate as a function of invariant mass of the π0π0 pair is displayed in
Fig. 1. The cusp below the charged pion threshold gives rise to an integrated event deficit of∼ 8%,
which is comparable in size to 13% inK+

→ π+π0π0. We also show a zoom into the cusp region,
where we plot the decay spectrum with the tree spectrum subtracted and shifted to 0 at threshold,

The two-loop cusp is found to be strongly suppressed. The perturbation of the spectrum above
the threshold amounts to∼ 0.5%. The explanation for this is found resorting to the threshold
theorem and is due to the approximate isospin symmetry between charged and neutral decay chan-
nel [1]. The threshold theorem also allows for an estimate ofthree-loop contributions. We find a
reduction of the cusp by∼ 0.5% due to three-loop effects. The decay amplitude is thus completely
dominated by one-loop effects.

4. On the extraction of πη threshold parameters

In principle theη ′
→ ηππ decay channel should offer access toπη threshold parameters.

Since the opening of theπη channel is at the border of the Dalitz plot there is no one-loop cusp
in the physical region as inππ scattering. One might still wonder about possible two-loopeffects
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Figure 2: Visualization of the exact cancellation of theπη two-loop cusp ats1 = (Mπ +Mη)2.

above threshold. Casting aside experimental difficulties arising from precision studies at the border
of the Dalitz plot, we address this issue and attempt to quantify the effect. We find, however, that
there is anexactcancellation between the product of two-loop and tree graphand the product of
two one-loop graphs as illustrated in Fig. 2. Without exact theoretical knowledge of the tree-level
couplings an extraction ofπη threshold parameters in this framework is not possible.
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